Office Space for sale in Vashi, Navi Mumbai

Sale For Office
Haware Infotech Park, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400703 (Ma...
- Area: 740 SqFeet
- Bathrooms: One
- Floor: Nineteenth
- Total Floors: More than 20
- Facing: East
- Furnished: Furnished
- Price: 60 lacs - 1 crore
- Age Of Construction: 7 Years
- Possession: Immediate/Ready to move

Description
1 boss cabin, workstation, pantry, washroom, all facility

Please mention that you saw this ad on PropertyWala.com when you contact.

Features
- General: Lifts, High Speed Internet, Wi-Fi
- Exterior: Visitor Parking
- Lot: Corner Location
- Maintenance: Maintenance Staff, Water Supply / Storage

Location

Locality Reviews
Vashi, Navi Mumbai

Vashi is a node in Navi Mumbai, across the Thane Creek of the Arabian Sea. It is one of the first nodes developed by the City and Industrial Development Corporation (CIDCO) in Navi Mumbai township.

Pros:
- Close to the sea

Posted: May 9, 2016 by Raju Pillai

Vashi is the oldest and most developed node of Navi Mumbai. It was developed way back in 1972. Ever since then it is growing. Real estate prices in Vashi vary from one sector to another. One main advantage of Vashi over other nodes is that it is nearest to the Mumbai Megapolis. Greatest advantage of Vashi lies in that it is excellently connected with Brihan Mumbai, Thane and Panvel through rail and road.

Pros:
- Availability of good shopping centers, stores, cinema halls, schools
- Good Location
- Transport facility

Posted: Oct 20, 2014 by Balan

Navi Mumbai is the city of the 21st Century. The main advantage over Mumbai that it is well planned, with wide roads and better quality of life. Though originally the CBD Belapur, (CBD = Central Business District), was envisaged as the main node, because of its proximity to Mumbai, Vashi Node has been the first to be populated.

Vashi is home to the best residences, malls, business parks, hospitals and educational institutions. Rich cultural diversity and open mindedness of people is a characteristic which Vashi has inherited just like any other node of Navi Mumbai. Roads connect at right angles at most places. The iconic Palm Beach Road,
connects Vashi to CBD has further added to the location advantage of Vashi, apart from being connected by National Highways at two sides.

**Pros:**
- Developed and Planned
- Sector 29 is the best residential sector
- Premium and Posh locality, Home to Shri Shankar Mahadevan, RJ Archana Pania other known personalities

**Cons:**
- Expensive because of premium nature of locale

**Posted:** Aug 2, 2014 by T Das

Vashi is the most sought after commercial/residential node of Navi Mumbai. Very well connected and fully developed round the clock transport facilities. All medical, educational & recreational facilities are here. Above all, population is cosmopolitan & well spread out and menace of congestion is not there because of wide network of broad & parallel roads through this node.

**Pros:**
- Well developed medical facilities
- The best educational institutions
- Wide roads

**Posted:** Jun 9, 2013 by Pradeep gupta

Vashi is the heart of Navi Mumbai. It is a central place for all the shopping, entertainment and sports. It acts as a nerve center for Navi Mumbai.

**Pros:**
- Vashi Railway station
- Integrated with shopping, movies and restaurants.
- Well connected with Bus & trains to all parts of Mumbai.

**Posted:** May 27, 2013 by Sreenivas V